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Taxi to Lviv Airport

«Express Taxi» offer clients an advantageous and convenient service - taxi to Lviv Airport. This service helps to save

time and money, and also minimizes the risk of being late for the plane. The passenger will arrive at your destination 

in comfort; he will not have to worry about anything.

Prices on taxi to Lviv Airport depend on several factors, you can always find out the exact cost by calling an 

operator. 

Why is it better to order taxi to airport with us?

Employees of «Express Taxi» understand how important is getting to the airport in time for the passenger, so they are 

putting every effort to ensure that the client arrive quickly and feel comfortable in the car.

Ordering a taxi to Lviv Airport in «Express Taxi» is a guarantee that the car will arrive in time. Mostly, the trip takes

a little time, but it is better to provide all possible circumstances and book a car in advance. It’s also necessary to take 

into account the weather conditions.  When it’s snowing or there is sleet outside the driver would go slower, so the 

drive will take longer.

Our employees make a miscalculation of prices on taxi to Lviv Airport, so that the client could immediately know 

the total amount of the trip. Price on taxi to Lviv Airport is calculated according to mileage. The closer the airport will 

be the cheaper trip will be, and vice versa. 

We are providing pre-order of taxi service to the Danylo Halytskyi Airport. 

When ordering a taxi please inform the operator about the number of passengers and luggage sizes. The proper car will

be advices to you. 

Benefits of«Express Taxi»:

 Cheap taxi to Lviv Airport;

 Excellent quality of service;

 The ability to pre-order and cost calculation;
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 Individual approach to each client;

 Impeccable reputation;

 A wide range of cars from economy to elite class;

 All our employees are highly qualified. Drivers are professionals and have plenty of experience;

Our company is working for the people, which mean high quality. You cannot doubt the fact that the car will arrive in 

a time, and the price of the trip will not be excessive. 

We employ polite drivers who will take care of that trip to make it comfortable as possible, and also they can tell about

the sights of the city and places of interest (if the passenger would be interested).

What’s the reason to choose a professional taxi service?

Private drivers who offer their services for passengers is a frequent phenomenon. Very often guests of the city are not 

aware of the real prices on a taxi, so they agree to the proposal, and it is usually too high. In addition, there is no 

guarantee of safety during such trips.

The trip by public transport isn’t very comfortable, especially if you have big luggage or small children. 

Ordering a car in a professional organization is the best option. «Express Taxi» service means reliability, security, high

speed of service and reasonable prices. Do you need to book a taxi to Lviv Airport? Please contact us!
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Taxi application for Lviv

Currently innovative technologies are rapidly evolving and many things become much easier to do. Mobile app taxi 

in Lviv is the latest development, which must be installed on every modern phone.

Why do you need this program, and on what kind of phone it can be installed to?

Download the mobile taxi application for Lviv isn't difficult to cope with, even an inexperienced PC user can do it. 

You need to make a few clicks and the program will calculate the cost of the trip or ordering a car. 

It’s enough to install the app Taxi in Lviv, and you will be able to move around the city at the most profitable rates. 

There is no need to trouble yourself by calling an operator and the waiting; the app will do everything for you.

It’s possible to download the free taxi app (Lviv) on any Android, regardless of the model and other characteristics. 

With the application you can use as the main or additional services of our organization.

A car can come in the nearest time and also you can also make a pre-order. Booking in advance is very comfortable for

meetings at the airport or train station. 

The program taxi for iOS and Android for Lviv counts the price of the trip according to the current price list, so 

there are no surprises for the customer.

Cost of «Express Taxi» services is quite democratic, so it can be used by everyone. 

Why the app «Express Taxi» was invented?

We strive to ensure that our passengers always feel comfortable and that’s why we offer an opportunity to download 

the taxi app for Android for Lviv.  

Now it’s even easier to book a taxi, you can do so at any time, you will need phone and installed program only. 

Our organization is not standing still. We are constantly developing in order to be able to offer our customers the best 

possible conditions.
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«Express Taxi» works for the people, which mean high quality. Ease of passengers is our main goal. We provide 

reasonable prices and excellent quality of service. Now you can download the best application taxi in Lviv, due to 

which the use of our services will be even easier. Do you appreciate comfort? Then install the app on your phone, it 

will be useful for many situations and facilitate the search for taxi services!
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Pre-order of taxi

If you have pre-planned the trip, our service of booking a taxi in advance is for you. For those who have scheduled an 

important meeting, a ride to the airport or the train station, this service can be useful too.

Pre-order of taxi in Lviv is saving time and ensuring that the people will arrive without delay.

«Express Taxi» service

We provide pre-order of taxi service in Lviv. The client can be sure that the car will arrive on time, and he will come 

to the desired location within a short period of time.

We appreciate each customer and care for their comfort. Our prices are quite affordable, but the quality doesn’t suffer.

The advantages of our company:

 A wide range of car of different classes;

 Acceptable prices;

 Friendly employees;

 Different services;

 Excellent service for customers and an impeccable reputation;

We value our passengers so and make every effort so that the trip can take place in proper conditions.  Thanks to our 

own car park you can choose the most suitable car.

Would you like to pre-order a taxi in Lviv? Please contact us. Good prices and friendly service will delight you.
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